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NATURALLY HOT

Amazing Chilli Jams unlike any 
others. Handmade using the 
purest, simplest ingredients. 

 
Free from any preservatives 

colourings or gelling agents.

Gorgeous with hot or cold meats, 
fantastic with fish,  

to die for with cheese!

Try adding to a stir fry, turn 
through freshly cooked  

noodles or pasta,  
add to soups, sauces or 

casseroles for a lovely twist!

Marinade meat or fish to fill  
your dish with flavour.

Use discount code ‘EATMOREJAM’ 
for a 10% discount online.

“I’m all about making the best 
flavour coupled with just the right 

level of heat for your taste buds. 

All my Chilli Jam is lovingly hand 
crafted in Yorkshire by myself after 
years of experimenting to get the 

taste and texture JUST RIGHT”

Simon Barrett
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EXTRAS / OTHER 
LOVELY HOTTIES
It’s not all Jam Jam Jam. Here at Chilli Jam HQ we now make 
so much more...

The Rib Tickler 3  5  7   
A tantalising trio of BBQ sauces, also the perfect 
marinade or glaze for your ribs or wings. 

The Bhut Grinder 8  
A blend of sichuan, chilli, salt and pepper. 
Great dry rub or just grind on pizza. 

Hot Rapeseed Oil 7  
This chilli infused oil is full of flavour and has a 
lovely deep heat.  

Squealers 5  
Gorgeous hot and spicy pork scratchings, big 
enough to share, but you don’t have to! 

Dried chillies  
Available in pod or flake, we scour the world for 
the best ingredients to share with you.

The Signature Series 
Ultra jams for ultra chilli heads!  These carefully 
crafted jams satisfy the most extreme fiery fans. 

Chilli Chocolate  
Three different heat level bars available, or try our 
Roulette set for something special.

Gift Boxes 
If you are looking to treat a chilli lover, check out 
our fantastic selection at a range of prices.

Mostly Ghostly  
Chilli Beer 5  
A rich dark and hot collaboration with  
York Brewery. With a nice warming tickle.

MILD
These are great for the side of a plate or ploughman’s.  Ideal 
with cheese, meat and pate, these chilli jams are packed full 
of flavour with just a tickle of chilli.

Smoky 1  
Full of hot oak smoked garlic and chipotle meco 
chillies, great with cheese

Yorkshire Wolds 2  
Half the heat of original, but all the taste

HOT 
These really do pack a punch!  The perfect cooking cheat, 
one spoonful of these will add so much flavour to a curry, 
chilli or casserole - yet still great on the side of a plate if 
you’re a chilli fan.  Lots of award winners here too.

Hot Smoky Bhut 8  
Full of mesquite smoked Bhut Jolokia  
and chipotle, our personal favourite!

Bhut Jolokia 8  
Our most popular jam. Winner of 2 Fiery 
Foods Awards. Veggie option available

The Three Peaks 9  
Birds Eye, Habanero and Bhut Jolokia - 
delicious!

Yorkshire Dragon 10  
Lots of Birds Eye and 4 times as much Bhut  
Jolokia as the above, this is one for the enthusiast!

Reapers Revenge 10  
Made from the world’s hottest chilli, the  
Carolina Reaper

DIPPING JARS
Delicious dips, and veggie too!

Jamonnaise 3  
A chilli mayo dip made with rapeseed oil, delicious 
and creamy.  Fantastic stirred through pasta or used 
as a sandwich base

Mango Bhutney 6  
A cool sweet mango chutney, this is gorgeous with 
grilled meats and makes a fantastic sticky glaze!

Lime Tickle 6  
Hot and sour pickle, great with curries, one of our 
best sellers

MEDIUM
Versatile and tasty, these chilli jams work as well in a 
sandwich or on the side of a plate as they do as a marinade 
or stir fry base. 

Garlic 5  
No ginger, great mixed with mayonnaise in a 
sandwich or wrap

Original 5  
Garlic and ginger, packed with flavour 
 Veggie option available

Hot Chocolate Orange 5  
Great with game, and delicious on pancakes

Simmering Smoky 5  
Mid level smoky chilli jam after many requests

Scotch Bonnet 6  
Perfect with steak, full of fruity habanero chilli

    Heat scale 
     (0-10)

Vegetarian friendly
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